
The GM Infinite Group commenced operations as a humble construction 

contracting company in the year 1962 in Bengaluru and since then has 

come a long way and achieved tremendous success. We have been built on 

innovation, integrity, and relationships and have emerged as a pioneer in 

the development of modern residential projects, with unique designs, and 

amenities, at affordable prices. We have won many awards and citations 

and have developed over 50 million sq. ft with a mission to emerge as the 

most preferred real estate developer, offering world-class amenities in the 

residential, commercial, and hospitality sectors. 

Over the years, we have invested heavily in human resources, equipment, 

plants, machinery, and construction methodologies to deliver homes with 

quality that lasts for a lifetime. GM Ambitious Enclave is one of the most 

successful projects in GM Neo Town & Electronic City Phase 1 with over 

1900 booked customers, and 6000 families have made GM Neo Town their 

new home.
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Ambition is the power
that makes any desire accessible.
It’s good to be ambitious. It’s good to desire a standard that’s higher, an 

environment that’s richer, a community that’s happier and a lifestyle that’s 

bigger. Because, it’s only when your dreams get ambitious that your life 

gets better. Imagine homes where the ambitious-minded will find every 

indulgence, comfort, convenience and experience of the good life, not just 

possible but accessible.
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Access every comfort you need
to feel fulfilled.

Welcome to a destination that rewards 

you for being ambitious. Whether you 

desire inviting spaces, luxurious 

amenities, calming sights, comforting 

facilities or even convenient distances, 

this is a world that brings everything 

within your reach. Spread across 10.6 

acres with an abundance of lifestyle 

experiences for every generation, 

Ambitious Enclave is where life’s best 

becomes accessible to you.

Luxurious 1, 2 & 3 BHK homes

Introducing



EPIC
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Access the world
of endless fun

Artist’s Impression Artist’s Impression Kids’ Play Area

Badminton Court

Tennis Court

Aerobics

Indoor Games

Children Hammock Park

Swimming Pool

Sand Pits

Gymnasium

Lockers & Changing Rooms

Jogging Track

Basketball Court
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ENVIRONS
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